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Gabriela Rusnakova 3
Abstract. This article is devoted to the construction of a mathematical model describing the early
formation of atherosclerotic lesions. The early stage of atherosclerosis is an inflammatory process that
starts with the penetration of low density lipoproteins in the intima and with their oxidation. This
phenomenon is closely linked to the local blood flow dynamics. Extending a previous work [5] that was
mainly restricted to a one-dimensional setting, we couple a simple lesion growth model relying on the
biomolecular process that takes place in the intima with blood flow dynamics and mass transfer. We
perform numerical simulations on a two-dimensional geometry taken from [6, 7] that mimicks a carotid
artery deformed by a perivascular cast and we compare the numerical results with experimental data.

1. Introduction
Atherosclerosis is an inflammatory disease that starts with intima alterations. It is now well accepted that
the early stage of the process is the result of interactions between plasma low density lipoproteins that filtrate
through the endothelium into the intima, cellular components (monocytes/macrophages, endothelial cells and
smooth muscle cells) and the extracellular matrix of the arterial wall, see e.g. [13, 17, 22] and references therein.
In the present work, we enrich mathematical models that were previously proposed in [9, 10] and [5] and
that were concerned with the modeling of this biomolecular process. Reference [5] tackles the modeling of the
resulting atherosclerotic plaque formation. Medical evidence shows that atherosclerosis occurence is closely
linked to local hemodynamic factors through the action of the shear stress exerted by the lumen blood flow
on the endothelium. Therefore, relying strongly on previous works by several authors, see [19, 21, 24], we
couple the inflammatory and the lesion growth models with the blood flow by means of a mass transfer model.
We are in particular interested in validating the whole model by reproducing Cheng et al. experiment [6, 7].
This experiment that was run on mice confirms that lesions occur in preferred locations s! uch as bends and
bifurcations and that their biochemical composition may depend on the location. The numerical coupling is
performed in a two-dimensional setting while [5] was restricted to a one-dimensional simplified model. More
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precisely, the model is set on a domain which evolves with the disease progression: Indeed, the inflammation
process modifies the shape of both the lumen and the intima. Nevertheless, we point out the fact that the
intima deforms on a time scale of several months or years and that, consequently, deformation of the arterial
wall under the blood flow action can be neglected.
The paper is organized as follows. We first detail the simplified inflammatory process. Then, we recall
the Navier-Stokes equations that govern the blood motion in the lumen, the Darcy law that will be used to
model blood filtration, as well as the equations for the evolution of LDL concentrations both in the lumen
and in the intima. In so doing, we closely follow [24] and [21]. Then, we give the system of three-dimensional
partial differential equations that models the inflammatory process and we propose a lesion growth model in the
intima. This model relies on a matter incompressibility assumption. Sections 3 and 4 are devoted to numerical
simulations in a two-dimensional domain that results from an axisymmetry hypothesis and comparisons with
experimental data obtained in vivo on mice [6, 7].

2. Mathematical modeling
2.1. Inflammatory process leading to intima deformation
The atherosclerosis process starts with the accumulation of low density lipoproteins in the intima, where part
of them are oxidized and become pathological. In order to remove the oxidized particles, circulating immune
cells (e.g. monocytes) are recruited. Once in the intima, the monocytes differentiate and become macrophages
that internalize the oxidized LDL. Fatty macrophages then transform into foam cells. Foam cells are responsible
for the growth of a subendothelial plaque which eventually emerges in the artery lumen. In addition, the increase
of macrophage concentration induces the production of pro-inflammatory cytokines, see [14,22], that contribute
to recruit more monocytes.
Thanks to the previous considerations, we will consider the following simplified model:
(1) LDL penetration in the intima and LDL oxidation are the starting points for the inflammatory process.
(2) The intima LDL concentration depends on the plasma LDL concentration and on the local wall permeability.
(3) The wall permeability depends on the local hemodynamics and more precisely on the local blood shear
stress acting on the arterial wall. In this respect, we assume that areas with lower wall shear stress
correspond to higher penetration of LDL.
(4) When the oxidized LDL concentration exceeds a threshold, endothelial cells are activated and trigger a
monocyte recruitment through the vessel wall.
(5) Plasma circulating monocytes are not in limited quantity.
(6) Incoming monocytes instantaneously differentiate into active macrophages.
(7) Active macrophages absorb oxidized LDL in the intima through a mass action law. This reaction
transforms macrophages into foam cells and yields the secretion of a pro-inflammatory signal which
contributes to recruit new monocytes.
(8) Newly formed foam cells are responsible for the local volume increase.
Let us now turn to equations. In Subsections 2.2 and 2.3, we make extensive use of the modeling and in-depth
analysis given in [21, 24].

2.2. Blood motion
Several mathematical models were recently set up for the transport of macromolecules, such as low-density
lipoproteins, from the arterial lumen to the arterial wall and inside the wall (e.g. [15,19,21,23,24]). The simplest
model is called the wall-free model, since in this model the arterial wall is simply described by means of an
appropriate boundary condition. The fluid-wall models that can be either single-layer or multilayer account
for the solute dynamics not only in the lumen, but also in the arterial wall. In the present work, we consider
a fluid-wall model inspired by [21, 24] with a single layer. This layer stands for the intima considered as a
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porous medium. In addition, it allows for modeling the biochemichal reactions that take place in the intima,
see Subsection 2.4.
We denote the lumen by Ωl ⊂ R3 and we split its boundary into the proximal section Γl,in that corresponds
to the upstream part with respect to blood flow, the distal section Γl,out that corresponds to the downstream
part with respect to blood flow, and the interface Γend between the lumen and the arterial wall, see Figure 1.
We denote the intima by Ωi ⊂ R3 . Similarly, Γi,in and Γi,out correspond to the proximal and distal sections.
The interface between the intima and the media is denoted by Γmed . As usual, nl (resp. ni ) is the outward
unit normal vector to ∂Ωl (resp. ∂Ωi ).
Let us now focus on the various quantities that will be involved in the biomechanical part of the model which
consists of fluid dynamics and mass transfer equations. In what follows, for x ∈ Ωl and t > 0, ul (t, x) ∈ R3 will
denote the blood velocity field in the lumen and pl (t, x) the pressure. Moreover, cl (t, x) will denote the plasma
LDL concentration. Similarly, for x ∈ Ωi and t > 0, ui (t, x) ∈ R3 will denote the blood velocity field in the
intima, pi (t, x) the pressure, and ci (t, x) the intima native (not oxidized) LDL concentration.

2.2.1. In the lumen
We make the following assumptions:
(1) Blood is an incompressible Newtonian fluid with density ρ and dynamic viscosity ν.
(2) Deformation of the arterial wall under the blood flow action can be neglected.
Remark 2.1. The first assumption is reasonable since atherosclerosis usually concerns medium or large arteries.
As for the second assumption, our primary interest here is the rise of an atheromatous plaque which obviously
deforms the arterial wall. Since the time scale of the plaque formation is much larger (months or years) than
the time scale of the blood flow (less than 1s), we may ignore the pulsatile nature of blood flow.
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Under the previous assumptions, the blood motion in the lumen can be mathematically described by means
of the classical Navier-Stokes equations:
ρ [∂t ul + (ul · ∇)ul ] − ν∆ul + ∇pl = 0,

x ∈ Ωl , t ∈ [0, T ] ,

(2.1a)

∇ · ul = 0,

x ∈ Ωl , t ∈ [0, T ] ,

(2.1b)

ul = Ul,in ,

x on Γl,in , t ∈ [0, T ] ,

T(ul , pl )nl = −pout nl ,
ul · nl = Jv ,
ul − (ul · nl )nl = 0,

x on Γl,out , t ∈ [0, T ] ,

(2.1c)
(2.1d)

x on Γend , t ∈ [0, T ] ,

(2.1e)

x on Γend , t ∈ [0, T ] ,

(2.1f)

where
T(u, p) := 2νD(u) − p Id ,
(2.2)

is the Cauchy stress tensor and D(u) := 21 ∇u + ∇uT is the rate of deformation tensor. At the inlet Γl,in ,
the entering velocities are given by a Poiseuille profile Ul,in . Such a Dirichlet boundary condition is generally
acceptable provided the inflow section is sufficiently upstream the site of interest. The Neumann boundary
condition at the artificial outlet means that the force applied on the fluid contained in Ωl by the fluid outside
of Ωl is supposed to be close to a pressure load. Finally, we suppose the arterial wall Γend to be permeable
to blood. Indeed, equation (2.1e) means that there exists a blood flux. This flux will obey Kedem-Katchalsky
equations, see (2.7a) that give a law for Jv . Boundary condition (2.1f) states that the blood velocity tangential
component is null, this is a standard no-slip boundary condition.
2.2.2. In the intima
Following again [21, 24], we describe the blood filtration in the wall by the Darcy model:
ui = −

K
∇pi ,
µ

x ∈ Ωi , t ∈ [0, T ] ,

(2.3a)

∇ · ui = 0,

x ∈ Ωi , t ∈ [0, T ] ,

(2.3b)

ui · ni = 0,

x on Γi,in ∪ Γi,out , t ∈ [0, T ] ,

(2.3c)

ui · ni = −Jv ,

x on Γend , t ∈ [0, T ] ,

(2.3d)

pi = pmed

x on Γmed , t ∈ [0, T ] ,

(2.3e)

where K is the permeability of Ωi , µ its viscosity, and pmed is a given pressure on the media interface. Condition
(2.3d) expresses the continuity of normal blood velocities across the endothelium.

2.3. LDL evolution
2.3.1. In the lumen
Classically, the evolution of the plasma LDL concentration is given by a convection-diffusion equation
∂t cl + ∇ · (−Dl ∇cl + ul cl ) = 0,
cl = Cl,in ,
∇cl · nl = 0,
(−Dl ∇cl + ul cl ) · nl = Js ,

x ∈ Ωl , t ∈ [0, T ] ,

(2.4a)

x on Γl,in , t ∈ [0, T ],

(2.4b)

x on Γl,out , t ∈ [0, T ] ,

(2.4c)

x on Γend , t ∈ [0, T ] ,

(2.4d)

where Dl is the diffusion coefficient of the LDL in the lumen, Cl,in is assumed to be known. Condition (2.4d)
states that the total LDL flux on Γend is given by Js whose form will be defined by Kedem-Katchalsky equations,
see (2.7a)–(2.7b).
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2.3.2. In the intima
By considering a fluid-wall model, we allow for a discontinuous LDL concentration across the endothelium.
More precisely, the native LDL concentration ci in the intima is not a given datum and its dynamics is governed
by a convection-diffusion equation that is similar to (2.4a)–(2.4d) except for the presence of a degradation term
accounting for LDL oxidation in the intima with rate rox . Oxidation is expected to be a rare event and rox is
small. Disregarding the fact that in order to get oxidized low density lipoproteins should stay long enough in
the intima, we use a standard immediate exponential decay model.
Therefore, the evolution equation of intima native LDL concentration reads
∂t ci + ∇ · (−Di ∇ci + ui ci ) = −rox ci ,
∇ci · ni = 0,

x ∈ Ωi , t ∈ [0, T ] ,

(2.5a)

x on Γi,in ∪ Γi,out ∪ Γmed , t ∈ [0, T ] ,

(2.5b)

(−Di ∇ci + ui ci ) · ni = −Js ,

x on Γend , t ∈ [0, T ] ,

(2.5c)

where Di is the LDL diffusion coefficient in the intima.
2.3.3. Kedem-Katchalsky equations
Kedem-Katchalsky equations prescribe the fluxes of solvent and solute through a semi-permeable membrane
that separates two solutions where solute concentrations and fluid pressures are nonequal, see [11], [12]. Letting
δp = pl − pi and δc = cl − ci , they read under general form
Jv = Lp (δp − α δc) ,

(2.6a)

Js = ξ δc + β Jv ,

(2.6b)

where Lp is the hydraulic conductivity and ξ is the local membrane permeability that may depend on the local
flow. Equations (2.6a)-(2.6b) clearly induce a strong coupling between the blood model and the LDL model.
Indeed the condition on the blood flux makes use of the concentration drop. Conversely, the condition on the
LDL flux makes use of the blood pressure drop and possibly of other features of the blood flow by means of ξ.
In the present work, we drastically simplify Kedem-Katchalsky equations by assuming that
Jv = Lp (pl − pi ) ,

(2.7a)

Js = ξ (cl − ci ) .

(2.7b)

As a consequence, the blood model that consists of Navier-Stokes equations (2.1) and Darcy equations (2.3)
can be solved for itself. Then, the blood velocities are an input in the left-hand sides of systems (2.4) and (2.5)
that govern native LDL concentrations. The right-hand sides of (2.4) and (2.5) also call to the blood model in
the following way. Medical evidence shows that regions with shear stress of low magnitude and regions with
oscillatory shear stress are more likely to develop atheromatous plaques while high shear stress regions appear
to be protected from atherosclerosis. We recall that the shear stress exerted by the blood flow on the arterial
wall is given by −σ(ul , pl ) where

σ(ul , pl ) = T(ul , pl )nl − nTl T(ul , pl )nl nl .

(2.8)

We incorporate this phenomenon in the model by choosing a shear stress-permeability relationship
ξ(σ) = a0 log(1 +

a1
)
|σ| + a2

(2.9)

similar to the law proposed in [24] for the oxygen. Coefficients a0 , a1 and a2 are positive and will be made
precise later on. Such a permeability is
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(1) a positive function in order to enforce the LDL flux to be directed towards the intima when the LDL
drop is positive,
(2) a decreasing function of |σ| thus assigning higher permeability to areas with low shear stress.

2.4. Inflammatory process
Let us now turn to the modeling of the biochemical process. As mentioned earlier, this is a slow process that
gives rise to an atheromatous plaque over a period of months or years: the growth velocity that will be obtained
below is expected to be quite small. For all x ∈ Ωi and for all t > 0, we respectively denote by cox (t, x), M (t, x),
S(t, x), F (t, x) the concentrations of oxidized LDL, macrophages, cytokines, and foam cells in the intima. In
addition, W (t, x) stands for the biomass which includes smooth muscle cells, the extracellular matrix and the
interstitial fluid.
2.4.1. Foam cells, biomass and plaque growth
The basic idea for the plaque growth model is that, by absorbing oxidized LDL, macrophages transform into
foam cells that are large cells. By restricting to foam cells and biomass, since other constituents are much
smaller, the incompressibility assumption used by many authors [1], [4], [2], [3] in tumor growth modeling reads
F + W = A,
where A denotes the total number of cells per unit volume assumed to be invariant along time and space.
Foam cell formation induces rearrangement and global domain deformation with velocity v. The foam cell
concentration evolution is given by
∂t F + div (v F ) = kF cox · M, x ∈ Ωi , t ∈ [0, T ] .

(2.10)

This is a transport equation for F with a creation term coming from the absorption of oxidized LDL by
macrophages: In the present modeling, a simple mass action law M + cox → F has been chosen. The second
left-hand side term states that foam cells are transported with velocity v. Note that because of their large size
foam cells do not diffuse.
Under our assumptions, smooth muscle cells and fibers do not contribute to the inflammatory process.
Therefore, W satisfies a simple transport equation with no reaction term
∂t W + div (v W ) = 0, x ∈ Ωi , t ∈ [0, T ] .

(2.11)

By simply adding equations (2.10) and (2.11), we obtain a first information on v. Indeed,
∂t (F + W ) + div (v (F + W )) = kF cox · M
which yields
kF
cox · M .
(2.12)
A
Equation (2.12) is not sufficient to determine v and in order to close the system we need an additional equation.
We choose to use a simple phenomenological model inspired by the Stokes equation; for a discussion of such
models see [1], [4], [2], [3]. The system reads
div v =

−divD(v) + ∇q = 0,
kF
divv =
cox · M,
A
D(v)ni − q ni = 0,
v = 0,

x ∈ Ωi , t ∈ [0, T ] ,
x ∈ Ωi , t ∈ [0, T ] ,

(2.13a)
(2.13b)

x on Γend , t ∈ [0, T ] ,

(2.13c)

x on ∂Ωi \ Γend , t ∈ [0, T ].

(2.13d)
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Note that (2.13d) implicitly assumes that smooth muscle cells and other species have zero velocity at the
media boundary, an hypothesis that should be removed in further work.
As expected, the divergence of the velocity field is nonnegative. This creates a movement of the cells from
the center of the domain to the boundary and induces an increase of the tissue volume. As a consequence, as
already stated, domains Ωl and Ωi depend on time and the interface Γend deforms with velocity v. Determining
v requires knowledge of cox and M ; this is the object of the next subsections.
2.4.2. Oxidized LDL
Oxidized LDL, macrophages and cytokines are of small size with respect to foam cells. Therefore, we assume
that they undergo Brownian motion. Although the diffusion coefficients dox , dM and dS are small because of the
intima structure, the growth process is so slow that we can ignore transport terms for these species. Altogether,
the system modeling the evolution of the oxidized LDL concentration cox in the intima reads
∂t cox = dox ∆cox − kF cox · M + rox ci ,
∂ni cox = 0,

x ∈ Ωi , t ∈ [0, T ] ,

(2.14a)

x on ∂Ωi , t ∈ [0, T ] ,

(2.14b)

where kF has been introduced in (2.10) and rox in (2.5a).
Remark 2.2. ¿From the Kedem-Katchalsky model, the concentration ci of native LDL in the intima depends
on the permeability ξ of the endothelial membrane, which in turn has been supposed to depend on the wall shear
stress. As a consequence, the final term in (2.14a) couples the inflammatory model in the arterial wall with the
blood flow. This is the main novelty of this work.
2.4.3. Macrophage
The system that models the evolution of macrophage density is
∂t M = dM ∆M − kF cox · M,
∂ni M = −f (S),
∂ni M = 0,

x ∈ Ωi , t ∈ [0, T ] ,

(2.15a)

x on Γend , t ∈ [0, T ] ,

(2.15b)

x on ∂Ωi \ Γend , t ∈ [0, T ],

(2.15c)

with a diffusion coefficient dM even smaller than dox . The boundary condition on the endothelium is the main
point of the model and states that the macrophage recruitment is due to a pro-inflammatory signal S. In this
signal we include both chemokines and cytokines. Physically speaking, wall adhesion properties are modified
and circulating immune cells are recruited via adhesion on the endothelium and invagination. The response
function f has to be positive in order to allow macrophages to penetrate into the intima and to prevent them
to leave. In addition, f is an increasing function with a saturation effect due to the limited transfer rate of
monocytes across the vessel wall. We simply choose
f (S) =

S
.
1+S

2.4.4. Signal
Finally, the chemoattractant is given by
∂t S = dS ∆S − λS + γ (cox − cth
ox )+ + kF cox · M,
∂ni S = 0,

x ∈ Ωi , t ∈ [0, T ] ,

(2.16a)

x on ∂Ωi , t ∈ [0, T ] .

(2.16b)

The third term in the right-hand side of (2.16a) expresses that the chemoattractant is created when the oxidized
LDL concentration exceeds a threshold. The fourth term expresses that it is created as well by the reaction
M + COx → F . Finally, the signal undergoes degradation with rate λ.
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3. Numerical procedure
Our aim is to make visible the intima deformation resulting from the reactions that take place in the arterial
wall and to compute several quantities of interest. The general organization of the iterative numerical procedure
with time step ∆t > 0 is as follows. We start from an initial shape and from initial values for the hydrodynamic
and biochemical quantities. Then, assuming that approximate domains Ωn−1
, Ωn−1
at time tn−1 = (n − 1)∆t,
i
l
n−1
n−1
n−1
n−1
n−1
approximate values ul , pl , cl
defined on Ωl , approximate values un−1
,
pn−1
, cn−1
, cn−1
,
ox , M
i
i
i
n−1
n−1
n−1
S
defined on Ωi
and an overall growth velocity v
are known, computations that lead to approximate
values at time tn = n∆t split into three parts:
(1) First, we solve numerically at time tn on Ωn−1
∪Ωn−1
the equations of the sole space variable that govern
i
l
blood filtration and native LDL transfer. In particular, we compute the native LDL concentration in
the intima. The approximate values at this stage are still defined on Ωln−1 or Ωn−1
and are denoted by
i
ûnl , p̂nl , ĉnl and by ûni , p̂ni , ĉni .
(2) Second, we solve on Ωn−1
the equations that govern the inflammatory process with the intima native
i
.
LDL concentration obtained above as an input. This provides ĉnox , M̂ n , Ŝ n defined on Ωn−1
i
n−1
n−1
n
(3) Third, we compute the plaque growth velocity v̂ defined on Ωi . We extend it to Ωl
by a standard
n
trick, and we move Ωn−1
and Ωn−1
accordingly.
This
provides
the
updated
domains
Ω
and
Ωnl . Finally,
i
i
l
we transport all unknowns computed in parts 1 and 2, as well as the growth velocity, on these updated
domains and we denote them by unl , pnl , cnl , uni , pni , cni , cnox , M n , S n , vn .
Let us now describe more precisely the numerical schemes we use for each of the above steps.

3.1. Hemodynamics and native intima LDL transfer
The loop leading to values at time tn−1 is supposed to be completed. Therefore, domains Ωn−1
and Ωn−1
,
i
l
n−1
n−1
n−1
n−1
n−1
n−1
n−1
functions ul , ui , pl , pi , cl , ci , v
are given. These are the data we use to obtain the
approximate values ûnl , p̂nl , ĉnl on Ωn−1
and ûni , p̂ni , ĉni on Ωn−1
:
i
l
n−1
• We solve at time tn on Ωl
the static numerical counterpart of the system consisting of the NavierStokes system (2.1) and of the Darcy model (2.3). Recall that because of the simplified KedemKatchalsky equation (2.7a) we chose, equations (2.1)-(2.3)-(2.7a) make a closed system with unknowns
ul , pl , ui , pi . At the end of this step, ûnl , p̂nl , ûni , p̂ni are determined.
• We solve at time tn on Ωn−1
the static numerical counterpart of the LDL model, namely the system conl
sisting of (2.4), (2.5) with the boundary data Js obeying (2.7b). At the end of this step, concentrations
ĉnl and ĉni are determined.
Two points have to be made precise: First, the method we use to approximate time derivatives since this is the
way the systems above that are independent of t are set. Second, how we deal with the fact that each system
is posed on two separate domains.
Time derivatives and ALE correction. Let us concentrate on the simple case of a linear transport equation
similar to (2.4a) or to (2.5a) except for the fact that the space domain Ω ⊂ Rd does not evolve with time: given
a transport velocity w : [0, T ] × Ω 7→ Rd and a function g : [0, T ] × Rd 7→ R , find c : [0, T ] × Ω 7→ R such that
∂t c + ∇ · (w c) − ∆c = g.

(3.1)

Assume that div w = 0 which will be true in the cases under consideration. Then (3.1) reads
∂t c + w · ∇c − ∆c = g.

(3.2)

For every x in Ω, the characteristic curve passing through (tn , x) is the solution of the ordinary differential
system in Rd
∀t ∈ [0, T ], Ẋ(t; x, w) = w(t, X(t; x, w)), X(tn ; x, w) = x.
(3.3)
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Relying on the identity (∂t c + w · ∇c)(t, x) = C 0 (t) where C(t) = c(t, X(t; x, w)), the method of characteristics
chooses the following approximation formula
(∂t c + w · ∇c)(tn , x) ≈

C(tn ) − C(tn−1 )
c(tn , x) − c(tn−1 , X(tn−1 ; x, w))
=
.
∆t
∆t

Therefore, approximate functions cn at time tn are generated by solving the static problem
cn (·) − cn−1 (X(tn−1 ; · , w))
− ∆cn (·) = g(tn , ·),
∆t

(3.4)

or equivalently, letting χ = (∆t)−1 ,
χ cn (·) − ∆cn (·) = χ cn−1 (X(tn−1 ; · , w)) + g(tn , ·).

(3.5)

Let us now turn to the more complex case when Ω in equation (3.1) is no longer a given domain but evolves
with time. Such is the case for systems (2.4) and (2.5). Suppose that the numerical scheme has already provided
the approximate domain Ωn−1 at time tn−1 and the deformation velocity vn−1 of Ωn−1 , and suppose that an
approximate value wn−1 of w(tn−1 ) on Ωn−1 is available. For a given field z on Ωn−1 , let now X be the solution
of
∀t ∈ [tn−1 , tn ], ∀x ∈ Ωn−1 , Ẋ(t; x, z) = z(X(t; x, z)),

X(tn ; x, z) = x.

(3.6)

Then, the ALE correction, see [8, 16], to the method of characteristics consists in first generating a function ĉn
defined on Ωn−1 by
ĉn (·) − cn−1 (X(tn−1 ; · , wn−1 − vn−1 )
− ∆ĉn (·) = g(tn , ·),
∆t

(3.7)

χ ĉn (·) − ∆ĉn (·) = χ cn−1 (X(tn−1 ; · , wn−1 − vn−1 ) + g(tn , ·),

(3.8)

or, equivalently,

then in updating ĉn in cn on Ωn .
The time discretization of the Navier-Stokes system (2.1) follows the same lines with the additional ingredient
of freezing the first velocity in the nonlinear term (ul · ∇)ul to its value at time tn−1 while generating values
at time tn . Let us emphasize the fact that for all computations we used the finite element solver FreeFem++
where the algorithms we just described are implemented.
Domain decomposition. Once the time discretization is performed, we have to solve static problems that lead to
(ûnl , ûni , p̂nl , p̂ni ) on the one hand and to (ĉnl , ĉni ) on the other hand. In each system some unknowns are defined
on Ωn−1
, others are defined on Ωn−1
, and equations on the separate domains are coupled through the interface
i
l
conditions (2.1e)-(2.3d) that call to (2.7a) for the first system and through the interface conditions (2.1e)-(2.3d)
that call to (2.7b) for the second system. Solving these systems is done by means of a classical domain decomposition method, namely a Richardson method, see [20] and particularly [24] for the present situation.
Let us describe the way (ûnl , ûni , p̂nl , p̂ni ) is obtained. The procedure consists in constructing a sequence
(Pk )k≥0 = (ûk,n−1
, p̂k,n−1
, p̂k,n−1
)k≥0 with P0 = (un−1
, pln−1 , pn−1
) by means of
i
i
l
l
l
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• a system whose the input relative to the k-loop is (p̂lk−1,n−1 , p̂ik−1,n−1 ) and output is (ûk,n−1
, p̂k,n−1
):
l
l
ρ χ ûk,n−1
− ν∆ûk,n−1
+ ∇p̂k,n−1
= ρ χ un−1
(X(tn−1 ; · , un−1
− vn−1 ),
l
l
l
l
l
∇ · ûk,n−1
l
ûk,n−1
l
k,n−1
k,n−1
T(ûl
, p̂l
)nl
k,n−1
ûl
· nl

x ∈ Ωn−1
,
l

(3.9a)
(3.9b)

= Ul,in ,

x on

Ωn−1
,
l
n−1
Γl,in ,

= −pout nl ,

x on Γn−1
l,out ,

(3.9d)

Γn−1
end ,
Γn−1
end ,

(3.9e)

= 0,

=

x∈

Lp (p̂lk−1,n−1

ûk,n−1
− (ûk,n−1
· nl ) nl = 0,
l
l

−

p̂ik−1,n−1 ),

x on
x on

(3.9c)

(3.9f)

• a system whose the input relative to the k-loop is (p̂k,n−1
, p̂ik−1,n−1 ) and output is p̂k,n−1
, or equivalently
i
l
k,n−1
k,n−1
(ûi
, p̂i
):
ûk,n−1
=−
i

K
∇p̂k,n−1
,
i
µ

∇ · ûk,n−1
= 0,
i
ûk,n−1
· ni
i
k,n−1
ûi
· ni
k,n−1
p̂i

= 0,
=

−Lp (p̂k,n−1
l

= pmed

−

p̂ik−1,n−1 ),

x ∈ Ωn−1
,
i

(3.10a)

x ∈ Ωn−1
,
i

(3.10b)

n−1
x on Γn−1
i,in ∪ Γi,out ,

(3.10c)

Γn−1
end ,
Γn−1
med .

(3.10d)

x on
x on

(3.10e)

Note that in equation (3.9a) the right-hand side term is computed once and for all from the values available at
the start of the k-loops. Iterations are stopped when a standard criterion kPk − Pk−1 k2 ≤ εkPk k2 is fulfilled
where k · k2 is the L2 norm. Because of the smallness of Lp , the coupling is weak and convergence in k is fast:
for ε = 10−12 the process can be stopped after five iterations. Current quantities at the iterative procedure stop
provide the values ûnl , p̂nl , ûni , p̂ni .
, cn−1
). In all loops in k, the convection
A similar method is used for the derivation of (ĉnl , ĉni ) from (cn−1
i
l
velocity is taken to its value at the start of the step n − 1 to n, namely un−1
, thus making the total numerical
l
n−1
velocity with ALE correction be un−1
−v
as
above.
As
an
input
for
J
,
we
need
an approximate permeability.
s
l
We take it from the values available at the start of the loops as well, and we define ξ n−1 = ξ(σ̄ n−1 ), see (2.9),
where σ̄ n−1 is an approximate value of the wall shear stress σ n−1 := σ(un−1
, pn−1
), see (2.8). As the coupling
l
l
plays a real role here, convergence is slower than for the hydrodynamic part. Indeed, for a similar criterion, 20
to 30 iterations are necessary for ε = 10−12 . Nevertheless, we f! ound the convergence rate acceptable and we
did not use the relaxation method proposed in [24]. Current quantities at the iterative procedure stop provide
ĉnl , ĉni .

3.2. Inflammatory part
Recall that the inflammatory model consists of the reaction-diffusion equations (2.14), (2.15) and (2.16) and
that it is coupled to the LDL transfer model by the sole term ci . The value ĉni that has just been obtained is
taken as an input for this coupling term in the present step n − 1 to n. The system is solved on Ωn−1
by means
i
of a standard implicit method with ALE convection. More precisely, the discrete versions of equations (2.14),
n−1
(2.15) and (2.16) are decoupled by computing first ĉnox by means of (ĉn−1
), then M̂ n by means of (ĉnox ,
ox , M̂
M̂ n−1 , Ŝ n−1 ), and finally Ŝ n by means of (ĉnox , M̂ n , Ŝ n−1 ). The procedure reads
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Figure 2. Geometry of the lumen at rest

n−1
χ ĉnox − dox ∆ĉnox + kF ĉnox · M̂ n−1 = rox ĉni + χ cn−1
),
ox ◦ (−v
n

n

χ M̂ − dM ∆M̂ +

kF ĉnox

n

· M̂ = χ M

n−1

◦ (−v

n−1

(3.11a)
n

),

n−1

with ∂ni M̂ = −f (S

n−1
χ Ŝ n − dS ∆Ŝ n + λ Ŝ n = kF ĉnox · M̂ n − γ ĉnox − cth
◦ (−vn−1 ) ,
ox + + χ S

) on

n−1
Γend

, (3.11b)
(3.11c)

n−1
n−1
)).
) stands for cn−1
where, for instance, cn−1
ox (X(tn−1 ; · − v
ox ◦ (−v

3.3. Growth velocity
The growth velocity v̂n on Ωn−1
is obtained by solving
i
−div D(v̂n ) + ∇q̂n = 0,
kF n
ĉ · M̂ n ,
A ox
D(v̂n )ni − q̂ n ni = 0,
div v̂n =
n

v̂ = 0,

x on

x ∈ Ωin−1 ,

(3.12a)

x ∈ Ωn−1
,
i

(3.12b)

x on Γn−1
end ,

(3.12c)

∂Ωn−1
i

\

Γn−1
end

.

(3.12d)

Next, it is extended in an artificial velocity v̂ln on Ωln−1 obtained as the solution of a Laplace problem with
boundary condition v̂ln = v̂in on Γn−1
end and homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions otherwise. Using this
n−1
n−1
velocity we can move Ωi
and Ωl
and we can update all functions obtained so far in new functions defined
on Ωni and Ωnl by means of the FreeFem++ interpolation method. Let us mention that because of the extreme
smallness of the computed value v̂n , which is inherited from the physiological phenomenon, we actually move
the meshes with an artificial velocity κv̂n , κ  1, in order to see significant changes in the geometry. We
nevertheless take care of keeping the growth velocity in a range that prevents numerical diffusion. The loop
n − 1 to n is now completed.

4. Numerical Simulations
Physiological data
We transform our model into a 2D model by an axisymmetry hypothesis. Homogeneous Neumann boundary
conditions are classically imposed on the new boundary in order to enforce transverse continuity of the unknowns.
Therefore, we work on a rectangular domain whose width is l = 0.5 cm, that is a standard artery radius, and
length is L = 5 cm.
Let us now detail the parameter values. Some of them correspond to physiological data or boundary data
that can be found in the literature, see [24], while others, namely those of the inflammatory model, cannot.
We had to assign values to kF , rox , dox , dM , dS , λ and γ in an artificial way. Further work should actually
be devoted to parameter estimation. Recall that the entering velocity is a Poiseuille profile independent of
time, we denote its maximal value by Ul,max . As for the entering LDL concentration Cl,in , it is supposed to be
independent of space and time. Values are summarized in the tables below.
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Lumen
Intima

ρ = 1.05 g · cm−3
K = 8.7 × 10−13 cm2

ν = 0.035 g · cm−1 · s−1
µ = 0.03655 g · cm−1 · s−1

Lumen
Intima

Ul,max = 24 cm · s−1

pout = 870 mmHg
pmed = 800 mmHg

Inflammation

dox = 10−3 cm2 · s−1
kF = 1 g −1 · cm3 · s−1

Dl = 2.867 × 10−7 cm2 · s−1
Di = 1.2 × 10−7 cm2 · s−1

Cl,in = 3.12 × 10−6 g · cm−3

dM = 10−5 cm2 · s−1
rox = 0.5

dS = 10−3 cm2 · s−1
λ = 10 s−1

γ = 1 s−1

We finally turn to the Kedem-Katchalsky equations. From [24], we take Lp = 3.10−11 cm3 · dyne−1 · s−1 .
As already mentioned, biomechanical properties of the endothelium are still a matter of active experimental
research, see [14], [23], [18] among others, and a universal model for the endothelium permeability is yet to be
obtained. We chose in (2.9) a wall shear stress-permeability relationship expected to assign a maximum value
to areas with zero shear stress. We particularize (2.9) by considering that a standard permeability (perstand)
corresponds to a standard value (wsstand) of the wall shear stress norm that we compute from a steady Poiseuille
flow with Ul,max given above. More particularly,


2 × wsstand
perstand
× log 1 +
,
ξ(σ) =
log 2
|σ| + wsstand
with wsstand = 4 ν

Ul,max
l

and perstand := 1.07 × 10−11 cm · s−1 .

Model validation
We compare our results with experiments performed in [6,7] on mouse carotid arteries. In these experiments,
the carotid geometry is modified by a perivascular cast that induces regions of lowered, increased, and lowered/oscillatory shear stresses. Mice are fed with a rich cholesterol diet. After some weeks, plaque formation
together with plaque composition are studied. It is observed that atheromatous plaques develop in areas with
lowered wall shear stress, namely right upstream of the cast and downstream of the cast. In addition, the
plaque composition turns out to depend upon the wall shear stress pattern: plaques associated with low wall
shear stress and laminar flow contain more oxidized LDL, whereas plaques located in zones of recirculating flow
contain less oxidized LDL. We aim at obtaining numerical results based on our model that fit qualitatively with
the experiments in terms of plaque location.
Figure 2 shows the initial two-dimensional geometry. The endothelium geometry of [6, 7] was reproduced by
using Bézier interpolation. Initial finite element meshes contain 5312 triangles for the lumen and 3062 triangles
for the intima. Figure 3 shows the time evolution of the wall shear stress tangential component. Figure 4
represents the lumen after 1500 time steps. As expected, two plaques emerged: the first one upstream the
stenosed region, the second one downstream.

5. Conclusions and perspectives
In the present work, we have extended the model that we previously proposed in [5] and that was restricted
to reaction-diffusion equations for the biochemical species in the intima. We have coupled this inflammatory
process with mass transfer from the lumen, in a so-called fluid-wall model, thus using fluid dynamics equations
for the blood, transport equations for native LDL both in the lumen and in the intima, and transfer equations
across the endothelium. Endothelium areas where the wall shear stress is low have been supposed to possess a
higher permeability to native LDL. As in [5], the atheromatous plaque growth is driven by a velocity derived
from an incompressibility assumption in the intima. We have performed computations in a two-dimensional
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Figure 3. Time evolution of σ · τ during simulation. The horizontal coordinate corresponds
to a parametrisation of the endothelium with range parameter from −4 to 6. The initially
stenosed region is situated at the parameter value 1.

Figure 4. Lumen shape at the end of simulation, iteration n = 1500.

geometry resulting from an axisymmetric configuration that mimicks Cheng et al. experiment and we have
been able to numerically reproduce the emergence of plaques that is experimentally observed upst! ream and
downstream of a perivascular cast. This is in good agreement with the clinical hypothesis that correlates
atherosclerosis occurence with low wall shear stress. However, contrary to experiments, some thickening of the
intima is numerically observed in the artificially stenosed region where the wall shear stress is high. This could
be linked either to numerical diffusion or to a larger than expected species diffusion. Further work should be
devoted to investigate the relative parts of the model and of its numerical approximation on this point.
More important, plaque formation is actually quite slow and it is not clear that taking a fully time-dependent
model for blood was necessary. We will test simplified models for blood circulation that should circumvent
many of the numerical possible artefacts and make the whole model analysis easier. The identification of the
physiological parameters remains a major point. Several of them are out of experimental reach and parameter
estimation techniques should be used. Finally, the mechanical behavior of the intima whose structure has been
over-simplified and the endothelium response to shear stress could be improved.
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